Batch effects are artificial sources of variation due to experimental design. Batch effect is a widespread phenomenon in high througput data which can be minimized but not always be avoided. Therefore mechanisms for detection of batch effects are needed which requires comparison of multiple samples. Due to large data volumes (10 11 −10 12 Bytes)this can be technical challenging.
separation was identified in 6 (21 %), detectable flowcell based clustering in 17 (60.7 %) of 28 flowcell comparisons.
The identified batch effects appear amplified in aligned reads and attenuated in unmapped (i.e. discarded during alignment) reads. Filtering reads for high quality (Phred >30) does not remove the identified batch effects.
In order to derive quantitative estimates for the separation capability of HC, we simulated (homogeneously distributed) sequencing reads and found that contamination of 5% of the reads with a single 6-mer results in nearly 100% probe separation in HC derived trees.
INTRODUCTION
Quality control (QC) procedures usually are applied on raw sequence data before subsequent assembly or alignment. For raw sequence, Fastq is the de facto data format (3) . Standard QC procedures filter out problematic sequence regions by trimming, read exclusion or masking. Alternative approaches on aligned sequence (BAM-files) have also been described (18) . These QC algorithms only analyze single Fastq datasets and do not analyze sample similarities.
Although gene and exon based expression estimates from RNA-seq have been prooved to be highly reproducible (12, 13) , various sources of bias are known. Important examples are random hexamer priming (5), GC-content (16) and transcript length (4) .
For Microarray Data, several batch effect attenuation algorithms have been proposed (for example empirical Bayes methods (6) or surrogate variable analysis (9, 10)) and evaluated (2, 8, 11) but little experience exists for RNA-seq data (1) .
Detection of batch effects is a domain of unsupervised machine learning algorithms for instance principal component analysis or hierarchical clustering. HC relies on similarity measures and creates tree like structures as output.
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DNA k-mers counts are especially suitable for calculation of similarity measures because the biological information generated by DNA sequencing must be contained therein. HC on DNA k-mer counts has already been described as promising approach for identification of problematic samples (17) .
We describe a new R-package which provides functionality for collection of DNA k-mer counts along with other quality measures from Fastq files. Data from multiple Illumina lanes (e.g. from a whole flowcell) can be collected at once into a single object. Objects can arbitrarily be merged. Merged objects then serve as input for hierarchical clustering. Data collection runs with ∼ 67 minutes for a average 160·10 6 reads sized lane on a standard workstation. Count data for a whole flowcell is stored in a ∼ 8 MB sized file which can be easily stored and transported.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Algorithmic framework for parsing Fastq files
The algorithms for analyzing data from Fastq files were implemented in R (14) . All shown results are produced by a recently published R package named seqTools. The package consists of three main parts: A C-library which parses compressed Fastq files, a C-library for counting of DNA kmers and a C-library which calculates DNA k-mer distances. The published Fastq format (3) allows for multiple sequence lines which complicates navigation inside the file.
Analysis of DNA k-mer profile
For the DNA alphabet of size 4 for and given k, 4 k DNA kmers exist. The package algorithm creates a static array of size 4 k and for each identified DNA k-mer, the respective value is increased. As distance measure between Fastq-files, the canberra distance
was implemented. The total read numbers are scaled to a common value in order to compensate a systematic offset. For the subsequent cluster analysis the hclust function from the stats package was deployed (14) .
Probe preparation, sequencing and alignment
We included data from 61 probes: 57 samples of human short term cultured human cutaneous fibroblasts were obtained from 27 human probands and sequenced for a study on human ageing (Gerontosys). 4 samples from cultured human jurkat cell lines were sequenced for a study on HIV infection. The studies are listed in the Acknowledgements. cDNA libraries were synthesized using TruSeq RNA SamplePrep kit (Illumina) according to the manufacturer's protocol. One microgram of total RNA was used for poly(A) RNA enrichment. The samples were amplificated on 8
Illumina flow cells (v1.5) and sequenced on a Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencer using TruSeq SBS kits v1. From each lane, the resulting 101-nt sequence reads were converted to Fastq by CASAVA 1.8.2. The Fastq files contained at average 1.6 10 8 reads. In total our sample contains 9.8×10 9 reads.
Subsequent aligments were calculated on unprocessed Fastq files with TopHat (v 2.0.3) using Ensemble human reference genome (version 72). TopHat collects reads which cannot be adequately mapped to the genome in a separate unmapped.bam file ('unmapped reads'). In order to compare batch effects between raw Fastq files, mapped and unmapped reads, we transformed BAM files back to Fastq with bam2fastq function in CRAN package rbamtools (7) . For all data collection on sequencing data, k=9 was used for which 262,144 DNA motifs exist.
RESULTS
Data collection
We collected 8 data sets from 61 samples. Processing of 9.8×10 9 reads lasted 10.1 hours (∼ 3×10 5 reads/second) on a standard desktop computer in a single thread with about 1 GByte working memory consumption. After data collection, the saved raw data was 60.8 MBytes in size.
Hierarchical clustering on biological samples based on DNA k-mer profiles Hierarchical clustering reveals kindship between different probes based on pairwise comparisons. The resulting biparting trees locate akin samples in adjacent tree structures. Although this is no absolute measure, accumulation of biological or technical related samples in different subtrees indicates similar DNA motif mixtures which possibly influences downstream analysis.
Identification of batch effects. Figure  1 displays a dendrogram where 16 samples from two flowcells and two cell types are clustered. The partition tree divides in two equal sized subsets. Each subtree only contains samples which were sequenced on the same flowcell although on the c0yr flowcell, two different cell types (short term cultivated subcutaneous fibroblasts and jurkat) are present. This indicates that there is a greater DNA motif dissimilarity between flowcells than between different cell types. This effect cannot be addressed to different sequencing qualities (More information is available in supplementary data). Affirming experimental groups. Figure  2 exemplifies clustering of samples according to biological entities. The probes from individual 1 and 2 from flowcell d1pd as well as the probes from individual 1, 2 and 3 in flowcell c0yt are located within the same terminal bipartition (ten upper leaf labels). This may be a useful information to identify possibly mixed up probes. In this example, a clear batch effect between the two flowcells is absent.
Hierarchical clustering on mapped and unmpapped reads based on DNA k-mer profiles
Revealing batch effects on raw Fastq file does not necessarily imply that these effects affect aligned data. A batch effect could for example be due to different DNA contaminations which may be filtered out by alignment when the contaminating reads are not aligned to the genome. In this case, the batch effects would be concentrated on unmapped reads.
This question can be addressed when the same cluster algorithm is downstream also applied on aligned and unaligned reads. Figure 3 shows a result from HC on Fastq files which exclusively contained mapped reads after alignment with TopHat. All Fastq files from flowcell d10r are concentrated in a single subtree. The strict separation was not present in the raw Fastq files. This indicates that alignment may even aggravate batch effects.
Hierarchical clustering on biological samples after quality based filtration of reads
Abberant DNA k-mer profile could be due to sequence content with low quality scores. This would allow to remove profile diversity by quality based filtering. We inspected this aspect by quality based partitioning Fastq files in high score (all Phred scores >30) other reads. Quality based filtering aggravated the separation between flowcell d10r and d24a.
Quantification of probe separation capability by HC
In order to derive estimates for separation efficiency based on differences in DNA k-mer distribution, we performed a simulation study. We repeatedly simulated Fastq files containing random DNA content. In one of these groups varying fractions of the reads were additionally contaminated with 1, 2 or 4 fixed DNA 6-mers. The HC separation capability was quantified using a semiquantitative separation measure which we called contralaterality score (CS). CS measures the proportion of the minor present group label in the first half of the HC derived tree labels. CS is 50% when the two groups are exactly equal distributed over the two halves and decreases to 0% when the two groups appear completely seperated in the HC derived tree labels. 
Contralaterality (CS) percentiles for single 6−mer contamination
Separation of 2 x 20 fastq files by HC Figure 5 . Two groups of each 20 Fastq files, containing 10,000 reads of length 102 with random DNA sequence were created. In one group, a variable proportion (varying from 0.06% to 6% in steps of 0.06%) of the reads were contaminated with one fixed DNA 6-mer. The CS was calculated 400 times for each contamination rate from new simulated files. Figure 5 shows decreasing CS rates (indicating increasing separation rates from HC) as the proportion of contaminated reads grows. Above 6% contamination with a single 6-mer, HC completely separates contaminated from uncontaminated files in over 95% of the simulations. For for 2 and 4 related (but nonoverlapping located) motifs we observed complete group separation in 95% of the samples at 3% and 1.5% respectively ( Figure 6 ).
DISCUSSION
Accounting for batch effects k-mer profiling provides a useful and easy to apply procedure for identification of problematic samples before alignments are performed. Using the seqtools algorithm, the Fastq files from a whole flowcell can be profiled within 2.5 h. The k-mer distances correlate with exon quantification and sometimes may be the only measure for detection of samples with high duplication rates or rRNA content (17) . Additionally HC allows identification and comparison of global treatment effects with effects due to experimental design. Knowledge about these factors is important four subsequent analysis because presence of batch effects requires either corrective preprocessing or inclusion of experimental factors into analytical models.
The shown results indicate, that preparation based differences in sequence composition between flowcells occur in RNA sequencing in a considerable proportion of flowcells (20 % -60 %) which may be espcecially disruptive when samples with small biological differences are compared. The disadvantage of the HC procedure is that a minimum number (circa 4) of similar RNA-seq samples per flowcell is needed in order to produce significant tree structures.
CONCLUSION
HC can be a valuable mechanism for semiquantitative separation of problematic and well working samples in RNA-seq experiments. The shown results indicate that in a considerable proportion of illumina flowcells, possibly disruptive differences in sequence composition are present.
